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Abstract—Theinterconnection and parallel operation of distributed generations (DGs) withina distribution network usually 
lead to problems associated with power quality, especially with the large-scalewind farms (WFs). Thispaper proposed a 
circumspectapproach to assessingthe adequate capacity of a battery energy storage system (BESS) in a wind-storage system to 
enlarge the utilization of wind power in WFs. Using thebisection search approach (BSA), is an effective and simple method to 
determine the maximum allowable interconnection capacity of WTGs. In addition, the proposed implementation meetsthe 
grid-interconnection requirements, such as steady-state voltage deviation (SSVD) and feederthermal capacity (FTC),shall 
bemetwhile determiningthe adequate BESS capacity. Finally, a practical sample system was performed to assess the efficacy 
of the proposed approach in a large-scale wind-storage system, while solve problem of the installing storage capacity. 
 
Index Terms—Wind Farm, Battery Energy Storage System, Steady-State Voltage Deviation, Wind-Storage System, 
Maximum Allowable Interconnected Capacity. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Researchers are constantly striving to developmore 
renewable energy sources (RESs) and improve the 
efficiency of distributed generations (DGs), such as 
wind, solar,and tidal energy. The ultimate aim is to 
reduce pollution and alleviate dependence on fossil 
fuels [1]. In types of RESs, the wind turbine generators 
(WTGs) arewidelyfavored because of its lower 
investment cost per kW compared with photovoltaic 
(PV) or tidal generation systems [2]. Thus, the 
accumulated installed capacityofWTGs has been 
rapidly growing in recent years. The 
WTGsaretherefore, regarded as an important 
alternative to traditional power generating sources. 
Usually, alarge-scalewind farms (WFs)interconnected 
to and parallel operation with a distribution network, 
may lead problems associated with power 
quality.Therefore, the operatinginwind farms is 
constrained, such as: (1) poor voltage quality due tothe 
intermittentpower output of WTGs;that is,WF power 
outputmainly rely onwind speed and geographical 
location; and (2) WF power output restraineddue to 
limitationsinsteady-state voltage deviation (SSVD) 
andfeeder thermal capacity (FTC). 
The technologiesof smart energy storage system (ESS) 
canbe used in the stabilization ofintermittent output 
powerof WFsand therefore to solve the following 
problems: (1) wind power is difficult to predict and has 
drastic variation over timedue to regional 
climaticcharacteristics; and (2) the output power of 
WTGsfluctuates over the short-term (a few seconds) as 
well as long-term (several minutes). 
Using smart ESS with WF enables the following:(1) 
peak load shifting by storing of energy, e.g.,  charging 
control (usually night time) when power demand is low 
and discharging control when power demand (usually 
daytime) is high;and (2) smoothing the power output 
fluctuation of WTGs.Battery energy storage system 
(BESS) is one of the ESS technologies. The BESS has  

 
successfully been used to accompanying with wind 
power and (or) photovoltaic systems. For example,one 
demonstration project of 660kW WF deploying battery 
storage system of 800kW/200kWh was carriedout in 
Jeju Island, Korea. However, there areno specific 
instructions with regard tothe assessment of adequate 
BESS capacity. 
Many studies dealing withthe maximum allowable 
interconnection capacityof DGs have 
beenconducted,but taking into account without the 
system quality and safety problems, such as system 
power quality and FTC limitation. SSVD 
requirementswere used as the basis with which to 
evaluate the maximum allowable interconnection 
capacity of DGs.In [3]–[6], the SSVDhave been used 
to evaluate the maximum allowable interconnection 
capacity of DGs. Unfortunately, these deterministic 
methods are too simplified to sufficientlytake into 
account the distribution system operating conditions. 
In some critical cases, the projected installed capacity 
of DGs will be invalid if the network configurations 
and features as well asthe load characteristic and 
distributionare not taken into account.  
Thispaper proposed a circumspectly approach to 
releasethese uncertainties while assessing the 
maximum allowable interconnection capacity. It is of 
value to evaluatethe adequateBESS capacityfor a 
wind-storage system. 
 
II. BACKGROUND 
 
Power distribution systems may be operatedin an 
undesirablevoltage ranges due to loads variations 
along a feeder, the operationsof tapchanger in 
substation transformersand the switch on/off in power 
capacitor banks. The short-term variation refers to 
voltage sag, voltage swell and short interruption of 
power supply. In the other hand, the long-term 
variation relates toundervoltage, overvoltage and 
sustained interruptions. 
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Awind-storage system interconnected to and parallel 
operating in distribution networksmay lead to the 
situation in which the resulting SSVD not meetthe 
requirements[7]-[10].Usually,the SSVDis 
calculatedusingthe followingequation: 

% cos( ) 100%WS

PCC

S
D

S
     (1) 

where %D  stands for the SSVD caused by the 
operation of WTGs in a WF; WSS  is the apparent 
output power ofthe intent wind-storage system; PCCS  
represents the short-circuit capacity (SCC) of the 
interconnection point on a feeder;  refers tothesystem 
impedance angle at the pointof interconnection; and   
is the phase angle between the voltage and current in 
the wind-storage system . 
A deterministic approach forevaluatingthe maximum 
allowable power output of DGshave been proposed in 

[11]-[14]. The limitations of SSVD and thermal 
capacity of distribution feedersmust be met. 
However,the deterministic approach is commonly 
oversimplified by a failure to take into account 
theconfigurations and load characteristicsof the 
distribution systems. In some critical cases, the 
deterministic approach may often fail, when it would 
be to determine the maximum allowable power output 
of DGs[15].Therefore, the necessitates the use of 
rigorous power flow analysis to solve theuncertainties 
associated with power network configurations and load 
characteristics. 
 
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

 
 

 
A. System Configuration  
Fig. 1 illustrates a wind-storage system comprising 
WFs and BESS. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the wind-storage system. 

 
The major objective of using charging/discharging 
control of the battery bank in a wind-storage system is 
to satisfy the limitationsof SSVD and theFTC. 
Therefore, the output power of thewind-storage 
systemmust be controlledusing an appropriate control 
scheme for BESS. 
 
B. Wind Farms  
The output power of aWTG is primarily determinedby 
its power characteristic curve, wind speed distribution 
(e.g. shape- and scale-parameters) and height of the 
turbine tower (e.g. measure and terrain). It is assumed 
that all of the WTGs in the WF are identical with the 
same wind speed distribution. 
 
C. Battery Energy Storage System 
A BESS is characterized by its energy capacity, 
charge/discharge efficiency, charge/discharge rate, 
etc.,while the adequate procedure for a battery 
management system (BMS) is also requiredto protect 
the battery bankin a wind-storage system 
againstover-charging or over-discharging. 

IV. CONCEPTS 
 
Theclimatic and geographic conditionsof a WFaffect 
thetotal installed capacity and power 
generation.Usually, the distance of WFs connection 
grid is longer from a substation. The installed capacity 
and power with the distance is inversely proportional. 
The BESS technology can be used to stabilize the 
output power of a WF, increasing the allowable 
installed capacity of WTGs, expanding the total power 
generated by a WF as well as improving the power 
quality.The output power of awind-storage system can 
be represented as following: 

WF BESS Msys( ) ( ) ( )sysP t P t P t P                           (2) 
where ( )sysP t  represents the output power of 
thewind-storage system at time interval t; ( )WFP t  
refers to the output power ofWF at time interval t;

( )BESSP t  denotes the output power of theBESS at time 
interval t; and MsysP  denotes the maximum allowable 
power output of a specificwind-storage system. 
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If Msys( )sysP t P , then the battery bank must be 
charged; that is the BESS ( )P t is negative to allow the 
power generated by theWTGs can be output to the grid. 
The control strategy of BESS in a wind-storage system 
depends on the instant state-of-charge (SOC) of the 
battery bank, which restricts theflexibilityof the control 
strategy. For example,when the SOC of a battery bank 
is situated at the minimum or maximum 
limits,situations in whichthe output power of the 
wind-storage system ( )sysP t exceeds the maximum 
allowable power output MsysP of the intent wind-storage 
system,the BESS is unable to charging or 
dischargingtoreduce the SSVD and to release the FTC. 
Hence, only when Msys( )sysP t P  can the battery 
bankcharging and dischargingto improve the power 
quality of the connected feeder and power utilization of 
the WF. 
 
V. CASE STUDY 
 
A. Parameters 
Connecting the WTGor the wind-storage system to the 
grid may lead to SSVD. The major factors that affect 
the value of SSVD can be categorized as impedance- 
and current-sensitive factors, as shown in Table I. In 
[3-6], the existing deterministic approaches only 
takeinto account the capacity of the wind-storage 
system, SCC of the interconnection point, as well as 
total loads along a feeder. In some critical cases, the 
existing deterministic method fail to determinethe 
allowablemaximum capacity. Therefore, it is necessary 
to determine the maximum allowablepowerthat can be 
generated by a wind-storage system. 
A practical distribution system ofthe Taiwan Power 
Company (Taipower for short) is used as a sample 
systemin this study, as shown in Fig. 2. The feasible 
ranges of system parameters are listed as follows: 
1) The short circuit capacity (SCC) at the primary 

side of the substation transformers are typically 
between 400 and 1200MVA. 

2) The voltage level along the main feeder is 11.4 
kV. 

3) The X/R ratio of the equivalent impedance at the 
primary side of the substation transformers are 
typically between 6.0 and 6.5. 

4) The rated capacitie of substation transformers are 
12.5 and 25 MVA. 

5) The percent impedance of the substation 
transformers are typically between 5 and 15%. 

6) The X/R ratio of the substation transformer are 
typically between 10 and 20. 

7) The length of the main feeders are typically 
between 5 and 20 km, in which the lengths of each 
line segment (L3 to L13) are generated randomly 
by the analysis program.  

8) The conductor of a feeder is 477 ACC overhead 
line and its unit length impedance is 0.131+j0.364 
Ω/km.  

9) The total loads along the main feeder are between 
0.6-3 MW and the power factors for all loads are 
between 0.8 lagging and unity. However, the 
distribution types of discrete loads along a feeder 
(such as: incremental, uniform, and decremental) 
aregenerated randomlyby the analysis program. 

10) The total loads for other feeder are between 2-9 
MW and they are represented by a lumped load 
connected to the secondary side of substation 
transformer, as well as the power factor isassumed 
to be unity because of thepower factor always 
corrected to unity in Taipowerdistribution system. 

 
Table I. Major factors of affecting system 

 
 
B. Maximum allowable Power output of a 
Wind-Storage System 
In this paper, BSA was used to calculate the maximum 
allowable power output of the wind-storage system,as 
shown in Fig. 3, step by step:  
 
1) Set up the SSVD requirementsaccording to 

interconnection codes, national electrical codes 
and local regulations, and set power factorforall 
WTGs. 

2) Initial estimate of maximum allowable power 
output of the wind-storage system (0)

MsysP . If 

cos( ) 0.1   , then MsysP  can be obtained by 
equation (1), else the existing deterministic 
approach will fail. A relative larger value ISbe 
used in the next iteration. 

3) The power flow analysis is appliedto obtainthe 
branch currents and bus voltages by taking into 
account the entire distribution network topologies, 
features, and the load characteristics. The 
SSVDcan then be judged correctly. 

4) Continue the BSA evaluation process by 
modifying the estimate of MsysP  for next iteration. 

If the MsysP  resulting in the corresponding SSVD 

violate the SSVD requirement, then (i)
MsysP / 2  is 

used as the next estimate, else  (i) (i 1)
Msys MsysP P / 2  is 

applied instead.  
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Fig. 2. One-line diagram of the sample Taipower distribution system 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for calculating the maximum allowable power output of a wind-storage system by using BSA 

 
The 5,000 data sets were randomly generated to search 
the maximum allowable power output of the 
wind-storage system. Fig. 4 indicates that the SCC of 
the interconnection point ona main feeder versus 
maximumallowable power output of the wind-storage 
system that are determined by considering the actual 
network topologies and features, as well as the load 
characteristics. The maximum allowable power output 
of the wind-storage system is generally restricted by 
the SSVD requirementsand maximum continuous 
operating current, i.e., the thermal capacity of a feeder. 
In this study, we assume that all DGs are operated at 
unity power factor, the feeder thermal capacity is300A 
and the SSVD requirement is±2.5%, as a percentage of 
the nominal voltage. In Fig. 4, four regions are 
obtained and defined as follows: 
 
1) Region I: Theinterconnection cases of the 

wind-storage systemin this regioncan only meet 
the FTC requirement. And, these cases cannot 
meet the SSVD requirement.  

2) Region II: Theinterconnection cases of the 
wind-storage systemin this regioncan meet the 

FTC requirement. However, these cases fall 
betweenthe upper and lower limit curve of SSVD 
leading the SSVD may meet or not; ; therefore, 
detailed interconnection study is necessitated. In 
other words, the “fast track review”by simple 
consulting Fig. 4 is not applied. 

3) Region III: Theinterconnection cases of the 
wind-storage systemin this regioncan meet both 
the SSVD and the FTC requirement. Hence, no 
further analysis is required to judge the 
interconnection cases. In other words, the “fast 
track review” by simple consulting Fig. 4 is 
applied. This significantly simply the review 
process for the interconnection cases of 
wind-storage systems. 

4) Region IV: Theinterconnection cases of the 
wind-storage systemin this regioncannot meetthe 
SSVD requirement and the FTC (above the 
FTCcurve).The interconnectioncases of the 
wind-storage systemshall be denied. This 
interconnection cases canalso considerably simply 
the interconnection review process for the of 
wind-storage systems. 
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Fig. 4. Simulation results: maximum allowable power output of a wind-storage system with unity power factor 

 

 
Fig. 5. Typical daily power output curve of the WF system and maximum allowable power output of the wind-storage system 

 
C. Assessing Adequate Capacity of Battery Bank in a 
Wind-Storage System 
In this paper, the adequatecapacity of the battery bank 
in a wind-storage system is determined by usinga 
practical distributionsystem,as shown in Fig.4. The 
sample distribution system and assessmentprocessis as 
following: 
1) A 6MW WF isconnected to an 11.4-kV feeder. 

The point of interconnectionis fartherfrom the 
substation compared to that of theloadcenter of the 
target feeder.The SCC of the interconnection point 
is 35 MVA. According to the typical daily output 
curve of the WF, the daily output energy of the 
WF is 55.49 kWh and average output power is 
2.31 kW.  

2) Fig. 4 was applied to demonstratethe maximum 
allowable power output problems of wind-storage 
system. The SCC of the interconnection point is 
35 MVA and the corresponding maximum 
allowable power output is 3MW. 

3) Fig. 5 shows that for some specific periods of 
time, such as: 05:00-06:00 am and 21:00-22:00 
pm,the power output of WF will result 
inunqualified SSVD. The surpluspower 
generation of a day canbe calculated as following: 

1

WF Msys( ( ) )
n

BESS
i p

C P t P


 
                              

(3) 

where 1p represents thesets for surpluspower 
generation of a day; and BESSC  stands for 
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theinstalled capacity of the BESS in the 
wind-storage system.  

4) Applyingequations (1) and (3), results in the 
following: 1.459MWhBESSC  . Furthermore, it is 
necessary to haveextracapacity to consider the 
efficiency of operation of charging/discharging 
the battery bank. If the operation efficiency of 
charging/dischargingbattery bank is assumed 
75%,then anadequateinstalled capacity of the 
battery bank for the given wind-storage system is 
obtained as1.986MWh for aWF of 6MW andthe 
given system configuration and feature. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper proposed a circumspect approach to assess 
theadequateinstalled capacity of aBESS in a 
wind-storage system. The assessmentis based on the 
results of maximum allowable power output of 
thewind-storage system by using the BSA technique. 
The charging/discharging controlscheme of the 
BESSis based on theSSVD requirement according to 
theinterconnectionrule,national electricalcodes 
(NEC)and feeder thermalcapacity (FTC) as well. 
Simulation and assessment results reveal that 
theadequateinstalled capacity oftheBESS in a 
wind-storage system can be obtained thoroughly by 
considering the configuration, characteristics and 
power quality of the distribution grid. 
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